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Bookish-Pop 10 MP3 Songs POP: Quirky, POP: Beatles-pop Details: The band: It could be a murmur, it

might be a rub, it may just be a back beat in 3/4 time, but it is alright whatever it is... in fact it is better than

ever! 11 years in the industry, playing with everyone and everyone else... but mostly Captain Tractor...

Brock Skywalker has assembled some of his best friends, who can carry a tune and pound out a beat, to

bring the B-rock to you! After moving from listener to performer, then from stage-hog to producer, the next

logical step was to use all those disciplines and do a solo album. But how can you really make a solo

album... unless you're Prince... so Brock happily brought in Cory Papirny on drums and Jeff Smook on

bass (and a few other fantastic guests) to make the album happen. The live show is another story. A

fluctuating cast of characters, dependant on the mood and venue, is the goal of Brock's Irregular

Heartbeats. Like a coach changing up his lines on the fly during the last few games of the playoffs Brock

will have the penalty killers, the goal scorers and the crowd pleasers always leaving the fans knowing

they got their money's worth. The Album: You're in your basement, the lights are off, you are sitting up

straight, hands folded on your lap and you are desperately trying to remember how exactly you got here. I

don't mean how you got into your basement. I mean how you got HERE; this time and this place, with this

job, in these clothes, with this amount of money in your wallet and owning the bicycle you drove home on.

Whether you know it or not you are watching your cerebral re-runs. Just like watching old episodes of

Star Trek: TNG only you are Captain Picard and your mom is Warf. Errr... something like that. 10 songs,

24 pages and 12 original illustrations all packed into one nifty jewel case. Brock Skywalker  His Irregular

Heartbeats haemorrhaging their first compact disc release. Recorded in Edmonton over an

embarrassingly long period of time (who is counting anyway) but it is here... Cerebral Re-runs.
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